Advancing the Chemistry of CuWO4 for Photoelectrochemical Water Oxidation.
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) cells are an ongoing area of exploration that provide a means of converting solar energy into a storable chemical form (molecular bonds). In particular, using PEC cells to drive the water splitting reaction to obtain H2 could provide a clean and sustainable route to convert solar energy into chemical fuels. Since the discovery of catalytic water splitting on TiO2 photoelectrodes by Fujishima and Honda, significant efforts have been directed toward developing high efficiency metal oxides to use as photocatalysts for this reaction. Improving the efficiency of PEC cells requires developing chemically stable, and highly catalytic anodes for the oxygen-evolution reaction (OER). This water oxidation half reaction requires four protons and four electrons coupling in two bond making steps to form O2, which limits the rate. Our group has accelerated efforts in CuWO4 as a candidate for PEC OER chemistry. Its small band gap of 2.3 eV allows for using visible light to drive OER, and the reaction proceeds with a high degree of chemoselectivity, even in the presence of more kinetically accessible anions such as chloride, which is common to seawater. Furthermore, CuWO4 is a chemically robust material when subjected to the highly oxidizing conditions of PEC OER. The next steps for accelerating research using this (and other), ternary phase oxides, is to move beyond reporting the basic PEC measurements to understanding fundamental chemical reaction mechanisms operative during OER on semiconductor surfaces. In this Account, we outline the process for PEC OER on CuWO4 thin films with emphasis on the chemistry of this reaction, the reaction rate and selectivity (determined by controlled-potential coulometry and oxygen-detection experiments). We discuss key challenges with CuWO4 such as slow kinetics and the presence of an OER-mediating mid-gap state, probed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. We propose that this mid-gap state imparts the observed chemoselectivity of OER on CuWO4. We introduce insights into the chemical mechanism of PEC OER on CuWO4 using Tafel analysis of electrochemical polarization. We measure Tafel slopes of ∼161 mV/dec, showing that PEC OER proceeds at a slower rate on CuWO4 than on common electrocatalysts for this reaction. Moreover, the observed photocurrent is independent of the borate buffer concentration, signaling that the buffer plays no role in the rate-determining elementary step of the reaction. Finally, we explore some recent developments in doping this material with Co (a known electrocatalytically active metal) and in coupling it with a transparent manganese phosphate (MnPO) electrocatalyst. We find that introducing Co into the wolframite structure leads to detrimental recombination of photogenerated charge carriers. However, coupling CuWO4 with MnPO increases the photocurrent density. Despite some of these challenges, CuWO4 proves to be a robust, visible light absorbing photoanode that can oxidize water with a high degree of selectivity and is therefore worthy of further exploration. Even if new compositions emerge that show better reactivity, this material serves as an excellent proving ground for the common challenges in developing ternary-phase oxides and other compositionally complex materials.